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b) Proposed solution: TP locations subserve 
alignment of Tonal Center of Gravity (TCoG)

Definition: 
-a measure of the distribution of the area under the F0 curve 
within a given region of interest; locates the center of mass of 
the high tonal region

Advantages: 
-does not require the identification of 
  precise points within the F0 contour, 
  so may be perceptually robust to TP localization 
  problems noted above
-sensitive to relevant aspects of global contour shape

5.  Summary
TCoG-based model matches the strongest TP-
based model’s performance in a pitch-accent 
classification task in the noise-free condition

 • This requires unrealistically optimistic 
  assumptions about the precision with 
  which TP alignment can be extracted

 • Also, needs both TPs to equal TCoG 
  performance; simple alignment of * tone 
  does not reach same level of classification

TCoG outperforms TP-based models dramatically 
when F0 alignments are rendered less precise 
mirroring difficulties found in natural speech

Fig. 1 (left): % correct classification for TP and TCoG models
Fig. 2 (right): “Noisy” discrimination results for Two-TP and TCoG models. (Mean % correct over 30 trials at 
each random noise level.)
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3.  Corpus
 a) Two contrasting Rise-Fall-Rise contours [11]: 
   -Incredulity (eliciting the contour L+H* L- H%)
   -Uncertainty (eliciting the contour L*+H L- H%)
 b) 6 native AmerEngl speakers, 29 target phrases (e.g., There’s “mimeograph”), 554 tokens
 c) Labelled for 
   -segment boundaries
   - relevant F0 Turning Points and TCoG window boundaries

4.  Analysis: Robust classification
Prediction: TCoG will distinguish the two contour types as well as precisely labeled TPs; 
TCoG will be a more robust classifier when labels are rendered less precise.

Method: Classify the contours using logistic regression analysis; test robustness through 
random displacement of TPs and TCoG window edges: “Noisy” F0 labels simulate attested 
difficulties w/ precise TP locations. Repeat at 6 levels of additive noise, 30x per noise level. 
Then, repeat classification of elicited contours with new TPs and TCoG windows.

Result: 
-TCoG outperforms TP-based models based on either onset of rise (“L”) or peak (“H”)
-TCoG performs about as well as a model based on alignment of both TPs (Fig. 1)
-TCoG model is robust to increasing noise; TP model degrades quickly (Fig. 2)

6.  Conclusion
Tonal Center of Gravity is a measure of F0 scaling and 
alignment that:
 • is sensitive both to TP location and to critical aspects 
  of global contour shape
 • refers directly to neither, and so avoids persistent 
  problems in locating TPs

TCoG provides basis for a model of tonal alignment and 
scaling that is more robust and perceptually more realistic 
than is achievable using TP-based models alone

Ongoing studies are testing the perceptual relevance of this 
measure for distinguishing between contrasting accent 
categories

1. Background: A problem and a proposed solution

2.  Questions for this study 
-Can TCoG distinguish between contours contrasting in tonal alignment? 
-Is TCoG robust to noise/ambiguity at critical locations in the F0 signal?

Growing awareness of these problems: 

“…the basic AM assumption that all tones are realized as 
F0 points may be too strong and should be revised with 
respect to low tones.” [1]

“It certainly seems unlikely that F0 turning points are 
directly perceived as such (which is another reason that 
it probably makes little sense to treat their alignment as 
a direct reflection of the phonological association of an 
underlying tone).” [7]

“It… seems more probable that, in some way, the location 
of the turning point affects the perception of the F0 level 
of the accented syllables. These questions are only just 
beginning to be investigated empirically.” [7]

-TP-based approach has revealed systematic relations 
between F0 contour alignment and phonological contrasts.

-But, there are difficulties with TPs:
   • TPs often missing from the F0 contour (e.g., in voiceless 
   regions)
   • listeners known not to extrapolate missing F0 
   peaks/valleys. [3]
   • TPs often ill-defined in the F0 contour
   • flat peaks, shallow falls/rises, vanishing elbows. [2, 4,5,6,12] 
 

-Other aspects of global contour shape also  influence 
perception [5,6,8]
   • e.g., peak vs. plateau, convex vs. concave, rise/fall duration

Incredulity: L+H* L-H% Uncertainty: L*+H L-H%

-F0 peaks, valleys, “elbows” traditionally identified with phonological tones in AM models; Categorical differences 
in TP alignment used as evidence for phonological contrast, and by extension distinctions in meaning as well [9,10]

a) Problem: F0 Turning Points fall short as realizations of phonological tones

Broader Goals
-Develop a more robust, perceptually realistic model of tonal 
alignment and scaling, using a measure that accounts for:
  • known strengths of F0 TP-based models
  • demonstrated relevance of global contour shape for perception


